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ON GAP SERIES AND
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l. Hadamard gap series

Let D denote the unit disk. We consider first functions

(1.1) J'Q): )ioaoz"u (z(D)

with Hadamard gaps, i.e.,

(1.2) nY_-:'=).=t for k:1,2,....
flp

We assume that the coefficients are unbounded. Then the maximal term satisfies

(1.3) p(r) = mpx laylr"* *- as r * 1-0.

T. Murai [6] has shown that f has the asymptotic value - at every point of
åD. This problem had been raised and partially answered by G. R. Maclane [5, p.

461; compare also [2]. A quantitative version of Murai's result was recently proved

by D. Gnuschke and the author:

Theorem I l3l. Let f haue Hadamard gaps and unbounded coefficients. Then,

for euery ((.AD, there is a Jordan arc C ending at ( such that

(1.4) H>u for z(C
tt(lzD

where a is a positiue constant depending only on )u.

The proof uses the Lehto-Virtanen maximum principle [a]. We shall prove

avaiant ofthis principle and deduce apartial converse ofTheorem 1:

Theorem 2. Let f haue Hadfrrrard gaps and let

(1.5) r(+)= M,p(r) (f =" = r), 1t(r) -- (r * 1-0).
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Then there is a constant M2 such that, for almost all (!flp,

(1.6) ,,$ffi= r,

for euery Jordan arc C mding at (.

It follows that Theorem I is best possible for euery Hadamard function/satis-
fying (1.5). Note that this refers only to the approach along an arc. The average

size of lfQ)llp?\ on lzl:7 is much larger if

* fff#f do : zf,=o('Tlir\' * * - as r * 1 -o'

The central limit theorem for Hadamard gap series [8, p. 2641gives more precise

information about the average size.

We use the assumption of lacunarity only in connection with the following
lemma, a variant of a standard result [1, Lemma 2.1].

Lemma l. If f has Hadamard gaps and if

(r.7) ,(+)=Mtrt(r) fo, +=r<t
fo, some constont Mr, then there exists M such that

(1.8) (1 - lrl')lf'Q)l = Mtrkl) fo, z<D.

Proof. Let ltl-r>112. Then, by (1.3) and (1.7),

lal,lr"utz <- p(17) € Mrp(r) (k:0, 1, ...).

Hence we see from (1.1) that

rlf'Q)l = Zf=onr<lavlr"x € Mrp(r) Z;=onrer'*t2.

Using the factthat n*lni=)"-(i-k) for k=j, we deduce that

' I f\il = M il.r (r) ZZo (Znn=^ nk) rmp
r -lv

Mtlp(n_ too (yn rl\rmp - 
Mt )'p(r)

= 1_1 Zx=o(**l)r, e_'-g_6,
and this implies (1.8).
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2. A Bloch-type conrlition

We drop now the assumption that f has Hadamard gaps and write

(2.I) .f(r) : ZZoa,z", p(r): maxlanlr".

We consider the condition

(2.2) (t-lrl\l.f'(z)l 
= Mp(lzl) (z€D)

where M is a constant. It holds for all Bloch functions and also for all Hadamard
series satisfying(1.7) as Lemma I states.

Lemma 2. ff Q2) holds, then

(2.3) (I-rz)p'(r)=Mp(r) (0=r<1)
where p' denotes the right-hand derhsatfue.

Proof. There exists y such that p(x): lanlx' in some interval to the right of r.
Hence (2.2) shows that

p,(r) : vla,lrn-r =_ g?yl.f'{r)l = Yg.
Remarks. l. It follows from Lemma 2 that, conversely, condition (1.7) is a

consequence of (1.8).

2. It is not difficult to show that

(2.4) p(r)=|^"*(r-lzl'z)lf'(z)l (0=r<1).

Hence the constant n (2.2) satisfies M>2e-1.
The next result is a variant of a result of O. Lehto and K. I. Virtanen [4, Theo-

rem 71. For (<0D, we consider the Stolz angle

(2.s) /o(o:{l"rsrr -c4l=x, l,-il = I (e = 0)

of opening nl2 (whichcould be replaced by any number =z).

Theorem 3. Let f be analytic in D and let (2.2) be stafisrted. Let E be a
Jordan arc ending at (€0D. If
(2.6) lf(z)l = IuI2p(lzl) for z€C

where M, is a constant depending only on M, then

(2.7) lfQ)l>- p(lzl) for zeÅoG)

if p is sfficiently small.
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Proofof Theorem2. Let E be the set of all (<0O such that (2.6) holds for
some curve C ending at (.It follows from (1.5) and Lemma I that (2.2) is satisfied.

Hence Theorem 3 shows that(2.7) holds for C(E, q:q(O>O.
Since p(r)*- ås r+1-0, we deduce from (2.7) that f(z)*- ut 7*( in

a Stolz angle at (€E. Hence it follows from Plessner's theorem (e.g.17,p.3241)
that mes,E:0. This proves Theorem 2 because (1.6) holds for every (€åD\E

In order to prove Theorem 3 we introduce

(2.8) ,Lk): 
#Prr^ 

(z(D).

The function (see (2.1))

(2.9) log{/e):mpx(logla,l+nloglzl)-loglf(z)l

is subharmonic in D except for logarithmic poles at the zeros ofl
Furthermore, we see that, with z:teio,

l#l : lL^ 
_ 

hRe [e,, 
LÅl 

= # * #,
l+Ihl:h1""1,,"5ll=#,

where p'denotes the right-hand derivative. Hence

lgradr/l - p'lfl+2plf'l = tt' *2lf'lTW = -Vq7V- = 2.tt- tt '

and it follows from (2.2\ nd (2.3) that

(2.10) 4?a,v,?)l = 1 , \=,, ror z(D.l+rlt(z)z - 2 l-1212

Lemma 3. Let 0=r!(z)=1* (z(D), Iet logr! be subharmonic in D except

for logarithmic poles and let (2.10) be satisfied. Let G be a domain in D bounded

by an arc of 0D and a circular arc A formtng an angle 4nl5 with AD. If

(2.11) rlt(z) = e-K (z€åc .\l), X: ZrMlsin?

thm rlt(z)=l for z(G.

This lemma is closely related to the Lehto-Virtanen maximum principle

[4, Theorem TllT,Theotem 9.1]. We have specialized the parameters for an easier

statement. Note that ry' need not be the modulus of a meromorphic function.
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Proof (compare 17, pp. 26412651\. Suppose r!(z)=l (z€G) does not hold. Then

there exists a circular arc ,B with the same endpoints as ,4 forming an angle B<.4n15
with åD suchthat ,ltQ)=l inthe partH of G\Awrth \Hc\GwB andfurther-
morc {(zo):1 for some zs€B. lf y is a Möbius transformation of D onto D then

ry'o7 satisfies the same assumptions. Hence we may assume that A (and thus -B)

ends at t 1 and that zo:iyo.
The subharmonic function

(2.12)

is bounded by -Kboth on Bn\H (because ,ltk)=l) and on åOlB (because of
(2.11)). Hence the maximum principle shows that u(z\=-6 fot z€H.

We conclude that

QveH).

Since

2KA5M
M= - ay 

tos..lt (iY)lY=Yo = 1Vo'
by (2.10) and because tQy):t. By (2.11), this is equivalent to sinlll=
(5/42) sin (4n15\, and this contradicts p<.4rc15.

Proof of Theorem 3. We have seen that the function r/ defined by (2.8) satisfies

the assumptions of Lemma 3. Let C'cD be the subarc of C obtained by deleting

a small part near 0D. Let A be the circular arc through th'e endpoints of C' that
forms the angle 4nl5 with åD and let G' be the domain between C' and A; rf G is

not connected, we apply the argument to the components.

We choose Mz:expl-2nMlsin(nl5)1. If (2.6) holds, then r!(z)=llM, for
z€C. Hence (2.11) is satisfied and we conclude that {t(z)=l for z€G'. Letting
C'-C we see that r!(z)=1 in the corresponding domain G. We apply the same

argument to the arc A* with the angle 4nl5 in the opposite direction and obtain

{r(z)=l for z(G*. This proves (2.7) because Åo(OcGvG* if q is sufficiently
small.

I want to thank Professor W. K. Hayman for our discussions about this problem.
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both sides vanish for !:!o we see that
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